I. INTRODUCTION
T HE EFFICACY of moderate-temperature hyperthermia combined with radiation has been demonstrated in numerous clinical studies over the past three decades [1] - [3] . Hyperthermia treatment of superficial tissue disease such as the chest wall recurrence of breast cancer has proven particularly beneficial, as demonstrated in several positive randomized clinical trials [4] - [6] . Although heat treatments have been delivered successfully with numerous microwave and ultrasound applicators, applicator size is frequently inadequate to treat the entire disease. In order to provide a larger effective heating pattern and accommodate tissue heterogeneity and irregularly shaped disease typical of chest wall recurrences, recent development efforts have concentrated on producing larger multielement array applicators [7] , [8] . While a few multielement array hyperthermia applicators are already available commercially [9] - [11] , many others have been developed for treating superficial tissue disease and are awaiting commercialization [12] - [24] . The common problem in administering treatments with these multielement array heating devices is gaining sufficient real-time feedback about the tissue temperature under each independently powered heat source to produce a more uniform heating of the lateral extent of the superficial target tissue. Without thermal feedback information to control each source, the effectiveness of array applicators is reduced to closer to a single-aperture heat source of equivalent size. The typical use of up to eight individual fiberoptic sensors or high-resistance lead thermistors (for electromagnetic applicators) or thermocouples (for ultrasound applicators) in clinical hyperthermia systems is generally insufficient for identification of maximum and minimum temperatures under an applicator, and thus, inadequate for real-time control of multielement array applicators that may have up to 32 independent heat sources [7] , [8] . A critical limitation common to all these multielement array applicators is the lack of adequate thermometry measurements for feedback control of the heating elements. The target tissue in superficial diseases like chest wall recurrence of breast carcinoma and plaque psoriasis generally extends 5-15 mm beneath the tissue surface including the skin [8] . Clinical data suggest temperatures on the skin surface distribution as a good indicator of the underlying tissue temperature distribution within top 2-10 mm of the surface [8] , [25] . Theoretical study of 915-MHz microwave hyperthermia applicator indicates that peak temperatures occur 2-3 mm beneath the skin surface for practical waterbolus temperatures around 42
• C [14] . These studies and practical limitations on the use of interstitial probes for large-extent surface disease have led to the use of skin surface temperature measurements to monitor thermal dose and balance power radiated by the individual heating elements during hyperthermia treatments of superficial tissue disease. In a typical superficial disease hyperthermia treatment, energy radiated by the heating device (microwaves or ultrasound) is coupled to the target tissue via a stable temperature-controlled waterbolus, and the thermal dose delivered to the diseased tissue is controlled in real time using omnidirectional temperature probes 0018-9294/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE taped to the skin surface. To obtain a more complete assessment of the tissue surface temperature, sensors are sometimes pulled manually inside thermal mapping catheters that are taped to the skin surface and temperature measurements recorded at 5-10-mm increments along the catheter. Though this procedure increases the number of measurement points, it generally produces a high density of points along each catheter for a small number of catheters since it is time consuming to complete each thermal map. In addition, temperature probes and thermal mapping catheters taped to a wet skin surface are prone to slipping from patient movement during treatment, resulting in uncertainty or errors in sensor position. With or without disease that may be breaking through the skin surface, the irregularly contoured anatomy of the human torso complicates alignment of multiple thermal mapping catheters that would be necessary to obtain a regularly spaced 2-D grid of temperature measurements for real-time feedback power control of a multielement array heat applicator. Due to their omnidirectional thermal sensitivity, clinical probes (fiberoptic, thermistor, or thermocouple) placed on tissue surface measure temperatures approximately midway between the true temperatures of the waterbolus and skin surface [25] . The plastic casing around the sensor that is necessary for a robust and reusable probe introduces a thermal barrier that impacts the speed and accuracy of temperature measurement. In addition to these drawbacks, the small amount of air surrounding the sensor inside thermal mapping catheters introduces further time delay and uncertainty to the temperature measurements.
The limitations of circular cross-section clinical probes most commonly used for superficial tissue temperature monitoring provided the motivation to develop alternative thermometry devices. As a result, a prototype thermal monitoring sheet (TMS) was constructed for real-time surface temperature measurements. The design and construction of the initial prototype TMS sensor array that is evaluated in [26] are briefly reviewed in Section II-A. The transient and steady-state thermal conduction equations used in the theoretical analysis to study the thermal response of the TMS and other clinical probes at the interface of a layered media are presented in Section II-B. Section II-C presents the experimental validation of the thermal model analyzed using commercial 3-D thermal simulation software. The identification of best performing TMS probe configuration of those possible with readily available flexible printed circuit board (PCB) materials is covered in Section II-D1. Thermal models used to compare the performance of TMS probe configurations with commonly used circular cross-section clinical probes are explained in Section II-D2. Section III-A presents experimental validation of the thermal simulation software with prototype TMS sensor data. Simulation results for the identification of the most effective TMS probe configuration and performance comparison with the common clinical probes are presented in Section III-C. The outcome of the theoretical evaluation and implications of the accuracy of new TMS probes compared to circular cross-section probes typically used for tissue surface temperature monitoring during superficial hyperthermia are discussed in Section IV. 
II. METHODS

A. Conformal TMS Sensor Array Construction
A prototype TMS sensor array intended for monitoring tissue surface temperature distributions was developed in a research collaboration with Integrated Photonics Technology (IPITEK), Inc. (Carlsbad, CA). The prototype TMS consists of a regularly spaced array of plastic fiberoptic probes securely trapped between two layers of thin polymer film. The need for the sensor array to conform closely to the skin surface over complex contoured anatomy led to the use of readily available flexible and thermally conductive Kapton HN polyimide film used in PCB fabrication [27] . Microwave field perturbation studies conducted for four different diameter Teflon probes under a 915-MHz microwave antenna were used to select 250-µm-diameter IPITEK electromagnetic field immune plastic fiberoptic probes [26] . Fig. 1 shows the prototype 4 × 4 planar TMS sensor array with the fiberoptic sensors embedded between two Kapton HN films of different thickness (L 1 = 100 µm and L 2 = 175 µm thick). The differential thickness (L 1 < L 2 ) provides reduced thermal resistance to temperature measurements on one side of the sensor sheet. The spacing between sensors was chosen to match the center-to-center spacing of 16 heat sources in the commercial Microtherm and Sonotherm (Labthermics Technologies, Inc., Champaign IL) planar array applicators. Each of the fiberoptic temperature probes inside the TMS sensor array is terminated with proprietary IPITEK fiberoptic connectors for data acquisition and calibration.
B. Theory
The transfer of thermal energy through multiple layers of dielectrics surrounding a temperature sensor located at the interface between two surfaces maintained at different temperatures was studied using the conduction heat equation [28] 
subjected to the adiabatic boundary condition
is the spatial distribution of temperature at time instance t; k is the material thermal conductivity, ρ is the material density, c is the specific heat capacity of the material, n is the surface normal, Ω defines the 3-D computational domain, and ∂Ω represents the computational boundary. At steady state, (1a) and (1b) reduce to the form
Equation (2a) is also known as the Fourier's law of heat conduction. Heat transfer inside the temperature probe was studied by solving (1) and (2) for appropriate thermal gradients across the probe. Thermal phenomena inside the tissue layer adjacent to the waterbolus-probe interface was studied using Pennes's bioheat transfer equation
that accounts for thermal loss due to blood flow. The term Q b = ρcω b (T − T a ) in (3) denotes power loss due to blood perfusion inside the tissue at a rate ω b for the arterial blood temperature T a = 37 • C. Thermal analyses presented in this paper were studied using 3-D thermal simulation software (ePhysics, Ansoft Corporation, Pittsburg, PA).
C. Experimental Model Validation
Prior to simulating the TMS thermal problem, accuracy of the thermal solver was validated with corresponding experimental measurements of a prototype TMS sensor array. Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental setup used to obtain temperature measurements from the 4 × 4 planar prototype TMS sensor array. A steep temperature gradient was maintained across a 0.125-mmthick Mylar film separation between two adjacent plexiglass waterbath chambers (each 10 × 15 × 15 cm). Temperature inside the well-stirred waterbath chambers was controlled by circulating water through temperature-controlled heat exchangers. The waterbath temperatures were measured with ±0.1
• C accuracy using Physitemp thermocouple thermometers (BAT-10, Physitemp, Clifton, NJ). The thicker Kapton side of the TMS prototype was taped securely to a 1.8-cm-thick sheet of high-density polystyrene (Dow Chemical, MI) to insulate the back surface, and the thinner Kapton side was placed above and in contact with the 32.1
• C waterbath. After several minutes of equilibration, the TMS was slid swiftly across to the adjacent 40.1
• C bath chamber. Real-time temperature measure- ments from the individual fiberoptic sensors were acquired using IPITEK readout instrument connected to a personal computer. A simplified TMS model with single embedded sensor was investigated as representative of the response of each sensor in the large 2-D array. Fig. 2(b) shows the computational geometry of the prototype TMS model sandwiched between the waterbath and polystyrene slab. In addition to the layers of dielectrics surrounding the sensor, the adhesive surrounding the round fiberoptic probe was also appropriately accommodated in the 3-D TMS probe model. To mimic the experiment, the temperature of the waterbath (Ω 2 ) in Fig. 2 Table I . The average temperature calculated inside the sensor volume was used to validate the steady-state and transient solutions of the 3-D thermal solver with the prototype TMS temperature measurements.
D. Thermal Models 1) Investigation of New TMS Probe Configuration:
To avoid compatibility issues in bonding dissimilar films, investigation was limited to readily available Kapton films with thermal conductivities in the range of 0.12-0.45 W/(m·K) [28] , [30] . a) Probe thermal sensitivity toward tissue surface: Tissue heating during clinical hyperthermia employs a waterbolus layer with temperature-controlled distilled water (typically 42.5
• C) between the heat applicator and tissue surface. The objective of this study was to identify a TMS probe configuration with lower thermal impedance on the side adjacent to the tissue surface and higher thermal isolation on the side facing away from the tissue such that the error (e 1 ) in temperature measured by the probe is minimal, where
T 0 and T sensor denote the tissue surface and sensor temperatures, respectively. The thermal sensitivity of the buried fiberoptic temperature probe at the interface of a layered media at different temperatures depends on the thermal conduction capacitance (C thc ) and resistance (R thc ) of the surrounding TMS layers. The thermal resistance of a material with given cross-sectional area increases with increase in material thickness and decrease in thermal conductivity, while the thermal capacitance is related to the specific heat capacity and material volume. Thus, TMS probe configurations with differential thermal conductivity and thickness Kapton films were studied for improved tissue surface temperature monitoring.
b) Probe thermal barrier between tissue surface and waterbolus:
The waterbolus between the heat applicator and target tissue helps produce more uniform tissue heating within the therapeutic range (41
• C-44 • C) under a hyperthermia array applicator, partially accommodating nonuniform power deposition and nonuniform tissue perfusion cooling. The waterbolus maintained at the mean therapeutic temperature of 42.5
• C homogenizes spatial difference in tissue surface temperature during hyperthermia treatment by cooling hot spots (>44 • C) and elevating temperature over regions with low subsurface temperature (<41
• C). Inserting a TMS sensor array between the waterbolus and skin surface adds a thermal barrier to the waterbolus that, if excessive, could compromise the ability of the waterbolus to regulate spatial inhomogeneities in tissue surface temperature during superficial hyperthermia treatment. In addition to the error (e 1 ) in reading temperature at an interface given by (4), a probe-induced thermal barrier to the waterbolus was also considered in identifying the new TMS probe configuration. The relative changes in cooling (e c ) and heating (e h ) of superficial tissue by the 42.5
• C waterbolus due to the finite-thickness conformal TMS given by the expressions
were used to quantify the thermal barrier of the TMS for a homogeneous temperature of T 1 at depth d 1 below the tissue surface (as might be anticipated from an external microwave or ultrasound heat source coupled to the tissue through a 42.5
• C waterbolus). The expression e c in (5a) quantifies the relative change in tissue surface cooling by the 42.5
• C waterbolus for a hot spot (T 1 = 45
• C) at depth (d 1 ) beneath the tissue surface in the presence of the TMS. The quantity e h in (5b) measures the relative change in elevating the tissue surface temperature by the 42.5
• C waterbolus over a region with low subsurface tissue temperature (T 1 = 41
• C) due to the presence of the TMS. c) TMS thermal simulations: Simulations were carried out for a representative subsection of the TMS array with single fiberoptic sensor embedded between two Kapton layers, with the higher thermal conductivity [k 1 = 0.45 W/(m·K)] Kapton MTB film (L 1 ) on the side adjacent to the sensing surface and lower thermal conductivity [k 2 = 0.12 W/(m·K)] Kapton HN film (L 2 ) on the opposite surface. Prior analysis of field perturbation and probe self-heating tests reported in [26] suggested a practical TMS layer thickness of 0.254 mm (10 mil) to be acceptable. In the thermal analysis, Kapton film adjacent to the sensing surface (L 1 ) was set to 50.8 µm to provide dimensional stability to the buried fiberoptic probes while conforming to contoured human torso, and to offer the least possible thermal impedance toward the sensing surface.
A parametric analysis of possible TMS probe configurations with differential thermal conductivity Kapton layers (k 1 > k 2 ) was performed for varying thickness (L 2 ) of the low-thermalconductivity Kapton HN layer over a range of 50.8-254 µm. The 3-D computational model with the TMS probe at the interface of two planar layered media shown in Fig. 2(b) was used in the parametric study with the top surface at 42.5
• C and bottom sensing surface at 37
• C. The steady-state thermal sensitivity of the TMS probe toward the 37
• C surface was used to identify the possible TMS probe configurations. Fig. 3(a) and  (b) shows the layered computational model used to study the thermal isolation introduced by the finite-thickness TMS probe toward the waterbolus. The single sensor TMS probe in Fig. 3(b) is placed between the waterbolus sheet and muscle tissue with the 50.8-µm-thick higher conductivity Kapton MTB on the tissue side. The material property and dimensions of the polyvinyl chloride (PVC) waterbolus bag were adopted from the bolus bag currently used with the 32-elements conformal microwave array (CMA) heat applicators [29] . The relative change in tissue surface temperatures for a homogeneous temperature of T 1 , 5 mm beneath the muscle surface was calculated using (5a) and and (5b) to study the thermal barrier of the TMS probe configuration to the waterbolus coupling layer.
2) Comparison of TMS Sensor With Common Clinical Thermometry Probes:
a) Clinical probe models: Probe configurations most often used for monitoring superficial hyperthermia treatments include plastic core fiberoptic probes placed on the tissue surface either bare or inside a plastic thermal mapping catheter with a thin layer of air inside the catheter surrounding the probe. The steady-state and transient thermal responses of the new TMS sensor configuration were compared to the following two representative thermometry probes that are commonly used for monitoring tissue surface temperatures in clinical hyperthermia: 1) 0.2 mm outside diameter (OD) round cross-section fiberoptic probes inside 0.5-mm OD polyethylene jacket with the phosphor sensor and pigmented Teflon protective coating at the probe tip (LMA 3100, Luxtron Corporation, Santa Clara, CA); and 2) LMA 3100 probe inside a 20-gauge Teflon catheter with 0.914-mm inside diameter (ID) and 1.524-mm OD (BB31120, Scientific Commodities, Inc., Lake Havasu City, AZ). The crosssectional views of the layered 3-D models in Fig. 3(c) and (d) provide complete details of the clinical probes including the air Fig. 4 . Experimental validation of 3-D thermal simulation analyzed using ePhysics software. Comparison of the volume average sensor temperature calculated for the single sensor prototype TMS model in Fig. 2(b) with experimental measurements for a step change in waterbath temperature.
trapped surrounding the sensor inside the catheter and catheter deformation under waterbolus pressure. The material properties used in the simulations are listed in Table I .
b) Thermal simulations: The steady-state and transient behavior of the probes were studied using (1) and (2) to compare the ability of the probes to read tissue surface temperature accurately in space and time. The system response of the new TMS configuration and clinical probes were studied for a step change in temperature at the tissue surface given by
with the deionized water inside the waterbolus maintained at 42.5
• C. The steady-state solution at t < t 0 was provided as the initial condition to the transient thermal problem for the excitation in (6) . The temperature inside the sensor volume calculated for the step change in thermal gradient across the probe was used to characterize the speed and time constant of the new TMS and clinical probes. Fig. 4 shows the thermal response obtained for the computational model in Fig. 2(b) where the prototype TMS was exposed to a step change in temperature of ∼8
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Experimental Model Validation
• C. The average steadystate temperatures measured by the TMS sensor sandwiched between the temperature-regulated waterbath and polystyrene slab (thermal insulator) were observed to be 32.3
• C and 39.8
• C, respectively, before and after the step change. The thermal simulation is in agreement with the waterbath thermocouple readings of 32.1
• C and 40.1 • C. Comparison of the simulated TMS thermal response with experimental measurements in Fig. 4 validates the thermal simulation software and the 3-D probe model. 
B. Identification of New TMS Probe Design 1) Thermal Sensitivity Toward Sensing Surface:
The steadystate thermal response of the differential thermal conductivity TMS probe was studied as a function of variable thickness (L 2 ) Kapton HN layer for a 5.5
• C temperature gradient across the TMS (L 1 + L 2 | max > 0.3 mm). Fig. 5 compares the steady-state temperature profiles along the transect AA , which crosses through all layers of the TMS from the sensing surface at T 0 = 37
• C to the other side (42.5
• C) via the sensor mid point (x = 0, y = 0) for a few selected TMS configurations. The graphs in Fig. 5 clearly indicate the performance improvement obtained for TMS probe configurations with differential thickness and thermal conductivity Kapton layers. The thermal sensitivity error (e 1 ) decreases for TMS probe configurations with L 2 >> L 1 . It can be observed that the average sensor temperature of 37.31
• C calculated for the TMS model with L 2 = 254 µm is the closest to the sensing surface (T 0 = 37
• C) followed by the probe configuration with L 2 = 203.2 µm. The differential TMS probe configuration, L 2 = 203.2 µm, with relatively low thermal sensing error (e 1 ) provides higher flexibility to contoured surface and low probe self-heating as
2) Thermal Barrier Toward Waterbolus: The thermal barrier induced by the differential TMS probe configuration with L 2 = 203.2 µm was studied using the computational model in Fig. 3(b) for tissue temperatures T 1 =41
• C and 45
• C, 5 mm beneath the muscle tissue. Steady-state thermal analysis was carried out by solving the conduction heat equation (2) outside, and bioheat transfer equation (3) inside the muscle tissue, respectively, for a blood perfusion rate ω b = 2.1e − 3(1/s) [14] . Fig. 6(a) and (b) compares the steady-state temperature profiles at the waterbolus-muscle interface in the presence and absence of the new TMS probe configuration. The change in tissue surface cooling, e c = 0.48
• C, and heating, e h = 0.05 • C, calculated for the new TMS probe configuration indicate a 
C. Comparison With Clinical Probes
The thermal response of the new TMS and typical fiberoptic clinical probes were studied for a step change in temperature gradient across the probe. Fig. 7(a) compares the average temperature inside the sensor volume calculated for the individual probes obtained by solving (1) and (6) for ∆t 0 = 10s. The steady-state solution was fed as the initial condition for the transient problem. From the temperature curves in Fig. 7(a) , it is evident that clinical probes 1 and 2 with additional plastic casing around the fiberoptic sensor respond slowly and are influenced by the 42.5
• C waterbolus [25] unlike the differential TMS probe. A comparison of steady-state 1-D temperature profiles along the BB transect in Fig. 7(b) that passes through the multiple layers of the probe via the sensor midpoint at time t < t 0 clearly contrasts the directional sensitivity of the new TMS probe to the tissue surface with the omnidirectional sensitivity of the clinical probes. In Fig. 7(a) and (b) , the omnidirectional thermal impedance experienced by the clinical probes toward the tissue surface and adjacent waterbolus impacts the steady-state temperature accuracy and introduces time delay. The steady and transient characteristics of the new differential TMS probe clearly outperform the fiberoptic clinical probes commonly used for tissue surface temperature monitoring.
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper presents a theoretical study of the temperature sensing capabilities of several thermal monitoring approaches used to measure temperature distributions over large contoured surfaces. While probe configurations investigated in this paper can be used to measure temperature of any surface, the specific application considered in this paper is temperature monitoring of the tissue surface during clinical microwave hyperthermia treatments of large superficial tissue disease like chest wall recurrence of breast carcinoma. This study evaluates the relative speed and accuracy of surface temperature measurements made with several design options of a novel conformal sheet fiberoptic sensor array compared to circular cross-section probes that are commonly used for clinical monitoring of microwave hyperthermia treatments. Possible design configurations based on commercially availability and fabrication feasibility were investigated with a goal to improve the thermal sensitivity of the buried fiberoptic sensors by reducing the effective thermal resistance and capacitance of one of the TMS layers without increasing the overall thermal impedance of the probe. The thermal gradient across the probe, from tissue surface (desired unknown temperature) through multiple layers of various insulating dielectrics surrounding a small buried temperature sensor, was studied using 3-D thermal conduction model while heat transfer inside muscle tissue was solved using Penne's bioheat transfer equation that includes provision for blood perfusion. The critical difference of this effort is that we are sensing only the temperature at the tissue surface and not at depth where other thermometry approaches must be used [8] . The 3-D thermal simulation software ePhysics used for the computational study was validated with experimental measurements in Fig. 4 . Unlike simulation data, experimental measurements are susceptible to errors from variation in material properties, and instrumentation and measurement noise. In interpreting the graphs in Fig. 4 , it should be noted that the good agreement between sensor measurement and waterbath temperature is primarily due to the presence of the polystyrene slab adjacent to the thin probe (<0.3 mm). The very low thermal conductivity of the polystyrene slab (0.025 W/m/K) provides a controlled and repeatable experimental setup for model validation. The polystyrene slab is a thermal insulator that prevents heat flow from the well-stirred waterbath to the outer space across the probe, forcing the buried fiberoptic sensors inside the prototype TMS to read the bath temperature. The comparison between model and measurements in Fig. 4 validates the 3-D finite-element probe model and the accuracy of the thermal solver. The close agreement between the prototype TMS sensor measurements in Fig. 4 with thermocouple readings will deteriorate in the presence of heat transfer across the probe, as seen in Fig. 5 . Several TMS design configurations possible with readily available and easy to fabricate multilayer Kapton films were analyzed to improve the thermal sensitivity of the buried fiberoptic sensors to one preferred measurement side of the array. The error in reading the desired surface temperature (e 1 ) and tissue surface temperature heterogeneity caused by probe-induced thermal barrier toward the waterbolus (e c , e h ) calculated for the TMS configurations with L 1 = 50.8 µm were used to identify the new TMS probe configuration. Comparison of the thermal gradient across the sensor in Fig. 5 indicated that the thermal sensitivity of the TMS probe toward the 37
• C surface improved with increase in thickness (L 2 ) of the low-thermal-conductivity Kapton HN film. The volume average sensor temperature of 37.31
• C for L 2 = 254 µm was the closest to the 37 • C sensing surface followed by 31.37
• C calculated for L 2 = 203.2 µm. To provide flexibility and reduced probe self-heating, a TMS probe configuration with L 2 = 203.2 µm was chosen for surface temperature monitoring. Unlike the new TMS probe configuration with ratios of 4:1 in thermal conductivity and 4:1 in material thickness, the prototype TMS employs low-thermalconductivity Kapton HN films with thickness ratio 1.75:1. Thus, the thermal sensitivity error (e 1 = −0.37
• C) calculated for the new TMS probe configuration is much smaller than the prototype TMS (e 1 = +1.4
• C). The simulation results in Fig. 6 The new TMS configuration was compared with common clinical probes to evaluate the transient and steady-state response of the probes for a step change in thermal gradient at the interface between the waterbolus and tissue surface. The transient response curves in Fig. 7(a) show that the directional sensing conformal TMS probe can more accurately monitor the true tissue surface temperature than the clinical probes. It should be noted that the 20-gauge Teflon catheter used in the computational model fits the bare plastic fiberoptic probe with small room for surrounding air gaps, and is much smaller than the 19 to 16-gauge catheters commonly used for tissue surface thermal mapping during hyperthermia treatments. Thus, the simulation results for clinical probes inside thermal mapping catheter analyzed in this comparative study presents an optimistic estimate of the clinical situation. The steady-state temperature profiles in Fig. 7(b) clearly indicate that clinical probes 1 and 2 with additional layers of thermal insulation (polyethylene jacket, mapping catheters, and trapped air) present omnidirectional thermal impedance to the buried fiberoptic sensor unlike the new TMS probe with differential thickness and thermal conductivity Kapton layers. Table II lists the steady-state thermal sensitivity error (e 1 ) and transient response (dT/dt) calculated for the new TMS and clinical probes from the curves in Fig. 7(b) . The values in Table II indicate that a round cross-section fiberoptic probe inside a thermal mapping catheter responds the slowest with the largest error (∼2
• C) in reading the tissue surface temperature due to additional plastic insulation and air surrounding the sensor. The protective plastic coating around the bare clinical probe provides an omnidirectional thermal barrier toward the phosphor sensor resulting in ∼1.5
• C error in tissue surface measurement. Consider that the tissue surface temperatures read by the new TMS and clinical probes are approximately 43.5
• C and 42
respectively; an error of 1.5
• C measured by the clinical probe during the entire hyperthermia treatment will result in a twofold error in the calculation of cumulative equivalent minutes thermal dose delivered to the target tissue given by [4] CEM43T 90 = N i=0 R 43−T 9 0 i ∆t.
In (7), R = 1/2 for T 90i > 43
• C and R = 1/4 for T 90i < 43 • C; T 90i is the 90th percentile of the surface temperature measurements at the ith time instant, and the summation is carried out over the entire hyperthermia treatment duration of N minutes (typically, N = 60 min). The plastic probes inside thermal mapping catheters that are widely used for invasive thermometry are less suited for superficial tissue temperature monitoring due to the omnidirectional thermal sensitivity of the round crosssection sensors. When these round probes are taped to the skin surface, they are prone to alignment and positioning errors that generally yield irregularly spaced 2-D temperature distributions that are significantly influenced by bolus pressure and surface texture (i.e., relative hardness, and irregularity of the skin and bolus membrane surfaces). The choice of thinner Kapton MTB film on the tissue side reduced the effective thermal resistance and capacitance of the embedded fiberoptic sensors in reading the desired unknown tissue surface temperature, while a thicker Kapton HN film on the back side adjacent to the waterbolus had a reverse thermal effect, decoupling TMS sensor response from the 42.5
• C waterbolus. The thermal resistance and capacitance experienced by the phosphor sensor at the probe tip, surrounded by layers of dielectrics calculated for the new TMS and clinical probes are listed in Table II . The thermal resistance and capacitances were calculated for a unit-long Phosphor sensor where r i and a i are the thickness and cross-sectional area of the ith cylindrical layer surrounding the sensor with material density ρ i , thermal conductivity k i , and specific heat capacity c i . The thermal impedance values in Table II indicate that round cross-section clinical probes provide omnidirectional thermal impedance to the sensor unlike the new differential TMS probe configuration. The new differential TMS probe configuration with a ratio of approximately 4:1 and 7:1 in thermal resistance and capacitance, respectively, offers the most directional thermal sensitivity for tissue surface temperature monitoring. Overall, the steady-state and transient characteristics of the probes summarized in Table II and Fig. 7(a) and (b) indicate that the new TMS probe configuration outperforms the circular cross-section clinical probes and the previously developed prototype TMS for accurate monitoring of tissue surface temperature.
The new conformal TMS probe with a fixed array of embedded fiberoptic temperature sensors yield surface temperature distributions across large contoured tissue at regular spacing. The 2-D thermal maps from high-density TMS sensor arrays should enable improved monitoring and control of the multielement hyperthermia array applicators. Improved surface thermometry should encourage increased utilization of the recently designed superficial hyperthermia applicators with increased levels of adjustability.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel conformal TMS is investigated for applications requiring fast and accurate characterization of surface temperature distributions over large tissue surfaces overlying contoured anatomy. Parametric analyses of transient and steady-state thermal simulations for thermal gradients across complex multilayered interfaces helped identify a clinically practical conformal TMS sensor design. The new differential TMS design with a ratio of 4:1 in thermal conductivity and 4:1 in material thickness enabled fast and accurate monitoring of tissue surface temperatures while adding low thermal barrier between the tissue surface and water coupling bolus. The speed and accuracy of the new TMS probe configuration with approximately 4:1 in thermal resistance and 7:1 in thermal capacitance across the buried fiberoptic sensor outperformed the circular cross-section fiberoptic probes commonly used for clinical monitoring of microwave hyperthermia treatments. The conformability and directional thermal sensitivity to tissue surface while maintaining low overall thermal barrier between the target tissue and temperature-equalizing waterbolus demonstrate the new TMS probe configuration as the most appropriate thermometry design for tissue surface temperature monitoring in superficial hyperthermia treatments.
